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In a perfect world, this document would not need to exist. Unfortunately, society’s con.nued reliance on 
fossil fuels is causing the planet to warm at a poten.ally catastrophic rate. The 2015 Paris Climate 
Accords established the goal of limi.ng global warming above pre-industrial temperatures to well below 
2°C, and ideally to below 1.5°C. However, it is a near certainty that this goal will not be achieved. The 
interna.onal community’s pledged emission cuts are well below what is needed to meet these targets; 
even if they are met, the current concentra.on of atmospheric CO2 is 412 ppm, and the current NOAA 
Annual Greenhouse Gas Index, which factors in other greenhouse gases (GHGs), measures over 500 ppm 
of CO2 equivalent. Even if emissions were zeroed tomorrow - an impossible feat - previous emissions 
could s.ll cause temperatures to rise above the 1.5C target unless CO2 is ar.ficially removed from the 
atmosphere. While carbon dioxide removal (CDR) technologies do exist, no CDR technology is currently 
scien.fically mature enough to be economically viable at scale, and inherent physical limita.ons mean 
that, while these efforts are vital, they may not be sufficient to avert the worst consequences of climate 
change.  

One possible supplement to emission cuts and carbon dioxide removal is to reflect a small amount of 
incoming sunlight back to space in order to deliberately cool the planet (e.g., NASEM 2021); in this 
document, we refer to this idea using the abbrevia.on SRM, which could interchangeably stand for for 
sunlight reflec.on management, solar radia.on management,  or either of those terms using the words 
“methods” or “modifica.on” in place of “management.” All varia.ons  have been used before. The idea 
is also known variously as climate engineering, solar geoengineering, or solar climate interven.on. 
Currently, the climate is approximately 1.2°C warmer than pre-industrial levels; using SRM alone, 
offsegng all of this warming would require reflec.ng a lihle less than 1% of incoming sunlight back into 
space, cooling the climate for as long as the SRM effort is sustained. This could be done in several ways, 
including stratospheric aerosol injec.on (SAI), marine cloud brightening (MCB), and cirrus cloud thinning 
(CCT); these are described briefly in the textbox below. In the remainder of this document, we provide 
an overview of what is known about these approaches and the context for considering them, as well as 
answers to common ques.ons. 

Main approaches: 

There are three main SRM approaches frequently discussed; we will very briefly introduce them here for 
context. Each will be revisited in more detail in future sec.ons. 

Stratospheric aerosol injec8on (SAI) is the best understood approach. By spraying very small liquid 
droplets or solid par.cles - “aerosols” - into the upper atmosphere, we could reflect sunlight back into 
space. Nature does this periodically through large volcanic erup.ons; the erup.on of Mt. Pinatubo in the 
Philippines in 1991, for example, led to roughly 0.4°C cooling the following year. In principle, the same 
effect could be achieved by using aircrak to lok material to the stratosphere, constantly replenishing the 
aerosol layer. 

Marine cloud brightening (MCB) is less well understood. The idea behind MCB is that spraying sea salt 
aerosols into the right type of clouds over the ocean can increase their reflec.vity or “brightness”. The 
same effect can be seen in satellite images of ship tracks where the aerosol pollu.on from the ship 
results in a cloud that can persist for a week. 
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Cirrus cloud thinning (CCT) is the least understood method. CCT aims to thin or remove cirrus clouds, 
which have a net warming effect on the planet. By seeding par.cles into the upper troposphere at high 
la.tudes, the op.cal thickness and life.me of cirrus clouds could be reduced, cooling the planet. 

Note that CCT does not technically reflect sunlight in the way SAI and MCB do, but because all three 
involve the ar.ficial introduc.on of par.cles into the atmosphere to change radia.ve forcing and cool 
the planet, we group them together under the same umbrella for brevity. In this document, we use the 
term SRM to refer to all three methods. 

1.2. Background, context, and the role of SRM 

In equilibrium, the Earth receives energy from the sun, and radiates the same amount of energy back 
into space as infrared radia.on. If these two are not equal, then the climate must warm or cool un.l it 
reaches a new equilibrium temperature. Over the past hundred years or so, human ac.vity - mainly, the 
burning of fossil fuels - has increased the concentra.on of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. These 
gases, mainly carbon dioxide (CO2) but also methane (CH4) and others, absorb some of the infrared 
radia.on trying to leave the Earth. As a result, the Earth is less able to cool itself, and the planet has 
warmed in response. Consequences of this temperature rise, commonly referred to as global warming 
or climate change, are expected to include sea level rise due to mel.ng ice, threats to agricultural 
produc.vity, increased frequency and severity of tropical storms and wildfires, and mass migra.ons from 
the warmest regions of the world as those areas become less hospitable. It is widely accepted by the 
global scien.fic community that many of these consequences represent unacceptable threats to human 
lives, health, and livelihoods. According to a 2020 report by the McKinsey Global Ins.tute, natural 
disasters made more likely or more powerful by global warming have already led to hundreds of billions 
of dollars in damages and tens of thousands of deaths, and both the costs and deaths will grow as 
climate change worsens . 1

The only permanent, sustainable solu.on to global warming is to tackle the root of the problem by 
reducing the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere. Unfortunately, this is easier said than done. The process 
of transi.oning from a fossil-fuel-based economy to a renewable-based economy is challenging and 
expensive. Though many na.ons have taken steps to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, progress in 
this area is well below the levels needed to meet the goals set out by the Paris Agreement. While no 
analogy is perfect, cugng emissions is like taking your foot off the gas when the car in front of you 
suddenly screeches to a halt: it would be silly not to, but it likely won’t solve the problem by itself. In this 
case, the car is already going fast enough that taking one’s foot off the accelerator won’t prevent a crash; 
CO2 levels are high enough that our emissions may well have already commihed us to warming above 
1.5°C and possibly above 2°C. The next step would be to hit the brakes, analogous to ar.ficially removing 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. These technologies (called carbon dioxide removal, or CDR; see 
the box below) do exist; however, CDR needs to be scalable to gigatons per year, not have severe local 
impacts (like compe..on for food and clean water), and be cheap enough to be viable, and right now 
there is no single approach that meets all of these requirements. The challenge is that, while there is 
hope, we cannot know today how rapidly these ideas will be developed, and whether they will be 
developed in .me to prevent the worst impacts of climate change. In other words, using the car analogy, 

 Climate risk and response: Physical hazards and socioeconomic impacts. McKinsey Global Institute, 1

January 16, 2020.
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it is uncertain whether taking our foot off the gas and higng the brakes will be sufficient to avoid an 
accident. 

Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) 

Currently, CO2 levels in the atmosphere measure around 420 parts per million (ppm), and reducing or 
elimina.ng global warming will ul.mately require reducing this concentra.on. In addi.on to reducing 
emissions, CO2 already emihed can be ar.ficially removed and stored someplace where it cannot easily 
escape back into the atmosphere; technologies that do this are known as Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) 
or Nega.ve Emissions Technologies (NETs). The US Na.onal Academies’ 2019 report on CDR, Nega6ve 
Emissions Technologies and Reliable Sequestra6on: A Research Agenda, calculates that the realis.c 
global capacity for all combined NETs based on the current state of the technology is about 10 billion 
tons of CO2 per year. Plausible pathways to keeping global warming under 2°C by the end of the century 
require on the order of 10 billion tons of CDR per year by mid-century, and 20/year by 2100; as such, 
these pathways require scaling all available means of CDR up to global capacity by mid-century, and 
technological breakthroughs and poli.cal commitments enabling a doubling of this capacity by the end 
of the century. Ul.mately, this would require building an infrastructure commensurate in scale with our 
en.re global energy infrastructure today, but without the direct economic incen.ves that created that 
infrastructure over the last century. 

Here we give a brief overview of the different CDR methods, along with es.mated costs (in $/ton of CO2) 
and storage capaci.es (in billions of tons CO2/year). Quan..es cited in this box come from the sources 
used by www.cdrprimer.org and the Na.onal Academies’ 2019 report. 

Afforesta8on, Reforesta8on, and other forest/agricultural management prac8ces: increasing carbon 
uptake and storage in plants and soils through the plan.ng of trees and management of forest and 
agricultural prac.ces. The NAS Report quotes a prac.cally achievable global capacity of 5.5 Gt/yr at 
“low” costs ($0-20 per ton), and the CDR Primer cites a global capacity of up to 12.5 Gt/yr at a price of 
$100/ton. The lower-cost es.mates would be rela.vely inexpensive, but limited by total available land 
area, compe..on for land use with food produc.on, and inability to completely implement changes to 
prac.ces worldwide, in addi.on to concerns over permanence of storage. 

Coastal Blue Carbon: management of mangroves, marshes, and other wetland regions to improve 
carbon uptake and storage. The NAS Report cites a current maximum global capacity (es.mated based 
on analysis of the U.S.) of 0.13 Gt/yr at $0-20 per ton, and the CDR Primer cites an es.mate of 2.4-4.5 
Gt/yr at $100/ton or less; inexpensive, but limited by total wetland area. 

Bio Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS): the use of plant-based fuels, combined with the 
capture and storage of carbon released by their combus.on. The NAS report cites a “safe” poten.al 
global capacity of 3.5-5.2 Gt/yr at $20-100/ton without significant social/environmental impacts, and the 
CDR primer cites a range of 1-77 Gt/yr at a range of $15-400/ton. Limited by cost and compe..on for 
use of land and biomass. 

Direct Air Capture (DAC): the “scrubbing” of CO2 from the open atmosphere via chemical reac.on. 
Theore.cally, capacity is bounded by infrastructure and energy draw, as well as storage capacity for 
captured CO2. The NAS report cites current costs as ranging from $100-600/ton, and that scaling up to 5 
Gt/yr at $100/ton would require significant global investment; the CDR primer es.mates current costs at 

http://www.cdrprimer.org
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$600/ton, with the possibility of realizing lower costs ($100/ton) with mass deployment. Limited 
primarily by high cost. 

Carbon Mineraliza8on:  accelera.ng the natural process of “weathering,” by which CO2 bonds to certain 
minerals and is stored in rocks. The NAS report is reluctant to es.mate storage poten.al due to lack of 
understanding, ci.ng costs ranging from $20/ton to over $100/ton. The CDR primer cites a range of 
es.mates for a dozen poten.al methods varying from less than 1 Mt/yr to 10 Gt/yr or more, with costs 
varying from $10-500/ton. 

 

Figure 1 describes a “contextual framing” for the use of SRM - in other words, the role of 
SRM as part of a mul6-faceted response to climate change. There are many varia6ons on 
this sketch, which is oNen referred to as the “napkin diagram” (as it was originally 
sketched on a napkin by J. Shepherd in 2009). 

Solar geoengineering - the ar.ficial crea.on of mechanisms to reflect sunlight away from the earth - 
would reduce global warming, but it does not deal with the underlying problem of increased CO2 levels. 
As such, following the car accident analogy, SRM is analogous to seatbelts and airbags: it doesn’t slow 
the car down, but it may reduce the loss of lives and livelihoods in the event of a crash. As such, SRM 
should be considered only as a possible supplement to aggressive mi.ga.on, and not as a subs.tute or 
excuse to delay it. For the same reason, SRM could only ever be a temporary endeavor; as demonstrated 
by the “napkin diagram” above, the amount of SRM required to reduce impacts scales with the amount 
of global warming we wish to offset, and as shown in the panel on the right, without cugng emissions 
and/or CO2 removal, the amount of SRM needed to stave off climate impacts would keep increasing. 
However, as shown in the lek panel, when used as a supplement to mi.ga.on and CDR, solar 
geoengineering can act as a temporary salve to lessen the worst impacts of climate change. As discussed 
earlier, nobody knows how rapidly we can cut our emissions to zero, or how severe the climate impacts 
will be by the .me we reach that point. SRM could lessen or even eliminate some of those impacts un.l 
we stabilize and reduce CO2 levels.  

1.3. The need for SRM research 
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While we know that SRM would cool the climate, these methods would not perfectly cancel the effects 
of increased greenhouse gases; some climate impacts would be reduced, others might not be, and there 
would be new risks introduced, including both purely physical effects as well as ethical, poli.cal, and 
governance concerns. Is it less risky to consider some limited amount of SRM, or to not consider it? This 
is not a straighrorward ques.on, as we need to consider not only physical climate impacts and 
uncertain.es, but also the human dimension. The evidence to date from climate modeling suggests that 
if only the physical impacts were considered, it is plausible that SRM would reduce risk for most (and 
possibly all) people on the planet; however, “plausible” is an inadequate level of certainty for risks of this 
magnitude, and further research is needed to beher understand the physical impacts of SRM. These 
physical uncertain.es are compounded by complica.ons from the human dimension, such as the 
poten.al for conflict over whether and how to deploy SRM, or the poten.al for “moral hazard”: will SRM 
lessen our resolve to cut emissions and invest in mi.ga.on and CDR technology? These complica.ons 
increase the need for research. 

Just as one would never talk about chemotherapy without talking about cancer, or air bags without 
talking about car accidents, the risks of SRM must be considered not against the world as it is today, but 
against the risk of future climate change. The litany of concerns about climate change are well known, 
including droughts, forest fires, heat waves, stronger hurricanes, and increased sea level rise. As the 
Earth’s climate is pushed away from the regime that we are familiar with, in addi.on to the impacts 
gegng worse, the uncertainty also gets worse; for example, Arc.c permafrost contains vast amounts of 
stored organic material; as this permafrost thaws, the organic material is released as carbon dioxide and 
methane, and we don’t know how quickly this would accelerate climate change. We also don’t know, for 
example, how much global warming might trigger the collapse of the ice shelves that hold back Antarc.c 
ice and subsequent catastrophic sea level rise. In total, our ability as an interna.onal community to limit 
global warming and its consequences to “acceptable” levels through mi.ga.on and CDR alone requires 
four things, none of which are certain right now: 

● First, it requires sufficient poli.cal will in every major GHG-emigng country in the world, sustained 
for mul.ple decades. Popular discourse oken assumes both that this is the only requirement, and 
that if we want this to be true hard enough, then it will happen (as an aside, our use of the word 
“we” here glosses over several significant assump.ons. The ques.on of who “we” represents, and 
who has agency, is a recurring theme here; there are many different actors whose decisions maher). 

● Second, it requires technology that, while plausible, doesn’t yet exist. A truly sustainable economy 
requires net-zero emission (either zero emission of CO2, or reduced CO2 emission balanced by CDR); 
while we know how to cut our emissions drama.cally with exis.ng technology (and we should be 
doing that today), we don’t yet have the scalable energy storage op.ons required for 100% of our 
electricity to come from renewables, and it is difficult to remove the dependency of some sectors, 
like avia.on, on fossil fuels. As discussed above, we also don’t have demonstrated scalable CDR 
approaches required to reach net-zero emissions. Net-zero solu.ons also need to be cheap enough 
to enable deployment not just in the developed world, but to allow the rest of the world to develop 
economically. 

● Third, we need reasonable luck on climate sensi.vity - in other words, there is uncertainty in the 
remaining carbon budget - how much addi.onal CO2 can be emihed - in order to limit warming to 
1.5°C or 2°C above pre-industrial condi.ons. According to the IPCC’s 6th Climate Assessment Report, 
typical emissions scenarios that are described as being sufficient to stabilize below the Paris 
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Agreement upper limit of 2°C actually only give a 2/3 probability of mee.ng that. No-one would ever 
accept those odds with these consequences in any other realm of life. 

● Fourth, we need to gamble that the climate impacts from a given temperature are acceptable; there 
is no certainty that staying below 2°C or even the 1.5°C aspira.onal goal of the Paris Agreement will 
be sufficient to avoid significant risks. For example, there are already increases in extreme heat or 
flooding, and it is unclear how much warming will lead to even more severe impacts such as the 
collapse of Antarc.c ice shelves and subsequent catastrophic sea level rise, or when, how much, and 
how quickly carbon will be released from mel.ng permafrost. 

While we can certainly hold out hope that all four of these condi.ons will be met, they are clearly not 
guaranteed, especially given that two of these four aren’t even under human agency. This leaves us 
facing the reality that there is a significant possibility of a substan.al and sustained overshoot of global 
temperature targets - in layman’s terms, there is a real chance that we will miss the goal of limi.ng 
global warming to 1.5°C or even 2°C, that we will miss the goal by a lot, and that temperatures will 
remain over the target for a long .me before technology evolves to the point where we can reduce 
them. Furthermore, even if we make the 1.5°C target, it is not guaranteed that the resul.ng impacts will 
be “acceptable”. Different people can reasonably disagree about the probability of avoiding significant 
damages, but given the uncertain.es involved, it is impossible to pretend that the probability is small. 

Currently, not enough is known about any of the SRM methods described above to make informed 
decisions about their use, and further research is needed. The ques.ons on the table today are not the 
hard ones of whether (and how, and where, and when) to deploy, nor the equally challenging ques.on 
of how to make that decision, or even who gets to decide. Rather, the current ques.on is whether or not 
to conduct addi.onal research into SRM, and how that research should be governed. The US Na.onal 
Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) recently released a report that reached the 
conclusion that further research was warranted, that the US should create a research program, and 
made recommenda.ons on research governance. Note that as laid out in that report, while an 
interna.onal research program and interna.onal governance framework would be preferable, a US body 
can only legi.mately make recommenda.ons for ac.ons taken by the US.  The recommended research 
agenda includes not only research into the physical climate effects, but into the human dimensions of 
the challenge as well. If some form of SRM were ever implemented, the ideal scenario would be one in 
which every country agreed and cooperated. This aspira.on seems unlikely today (though the 2015 Paris 
Agreement does provide some precedent). While the ideal world will likely con.nue to be just that – if 
we lived in an ideal world we would have already addressed our CO2 emissions and wouldn’t be faced 
with this conversa.on – it is appropriate that in parallel with the research, we must think about how 
decisions involving these ideas might get made. One aspect of this is simply capacity-building: making 
sure that people in every country understand the issues and how these decisions might affect them. 

2. Stratospheric Aerosol Injec8on 

2.1. Background 

Some volcanic erup.ons are powerful enough that some of their payload is ejected into the 
stratosphere, a layer of the atmosphere sufficiently stable so that added material can remain alok for a 
year or longer. Sulfur dioxide (SO2), one of the products of volcanic erup.ons, reacts with OH and 
combines with water vapor to form .ny droplets, called sulfate aerosols. Sulfate aerosols scaher 
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sunlight, reflec.ng some of it back to space, producing a net cooling effect on the planet. The 1991 
erup.on of Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines ejected an es.mated 10-20 million tons of sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) into the stratosphere; this was sufficient to cool the Northern Hemisphere by 0.5-0.6°C and the 
en.re planet by about 0.4°C. The basic premise of SAI is that the cooling effects of volcanic erup.ons 
could be replicated by ar.ficially introducing aerosols or their precursors (such as SO2) into the 
stratosphere to reflect sunlight. Humans emit significantly more SO2 into the troposphere every year 
than the erup.on of Mt. Pinatubo did, and this does have a cooling effect, masking some of the warming 
from increased concentra.ons of atmospheric greenhouse gases. However, because the life.me of 
aerosols in the stratosphere is so much longer, a rela.vely small (but s.ll massive) amount of material 
added to the stratosphere can have a much more significant cooling effect than all of the tropospheric 
pollu.on. 

SAI would likely be deployed by aircrak specially designed to carry heavy payloads from the surface into 
the stratosphere. SAI would not be an exact replica of a volcanic erup.on; rather than deploying in a 
single burst, SAI would be con.nuous, requiring repeated flights to replenish the aerosol layer. This 
difference has consequences both in the details of the aerosol physics, and in the climate response; for 
example, monsoons are driven by the difference in temperature between land and ocean, but since the 
land cools more rapidly than the ocean, an “impulsive” forcing from a volcanic erup.on will have a 
greater impact on monsoons than a corresponding gradual forcing from SAI. As a result, while volcanic 
erup.ons provide an analog, care is needed in directly comparing the effects. Furthermore, unlike with 
an erup.on, for SAI the loca.on and amount of injec.on is a choice. 

SAI could also be conducted at mul.ple loca.ons simultaneously (see a discussion of the “design space” 
below). Most analyses of SAI consider injec.ng in the tropics. In the stratosphere, the air is rapidly mixed 
in longitude (east to west), and the Brewer-Dobson circula.on carries air slowly toward the poles. 
Injec.ng near the equator means the aerosols would spread over the globe and provide rela.vely 
uniform cooling (a “global” strategy). In the tropics, the tropopause (the boundary between troposphere 
and stratosphere) is around 17 km (55,000 feet). However, because a higher injec.on al.tude would 
produce a longer aerosol life.me, an injec.on al.tude several kilometers above the tropopause (20 km 
or higher) is typically assumed to ensure the aerosols wouldn’t immediately re-enter the troposphere. 
While this is higher than any exis.ng aircrak is capable of loking a payload of sufficient size (commercial 
airliners, for example, typically cruise between 35,000 and 41,000 feet), designing such an aircrak does 
not appear to present any fundamental challenges, and if the need arose, the design and construc.on of 
such aircrak could possibly be done in as lihle as a few years. Other strategies consider injec.ng at 
higher la.tudes, such as 60°N (an “Arc.c” or “high-la.tude” strategy) or at both 60°N and 60°S; because 
of the direc.on of the Brewer-Dobson circula.on, such a strategy would preferen.ally cool the poles, 
with rela.vely less effect on lower la.tudes. While the aerosol life.me would be considerably shorter, 
this would likely provide a greater impact on the Arc.c per unit of injec.on, and could be used to 
preserve sea ice, ice sheet mass, and permafrost. However, it is not possible to cool only the Arc.c (or 
any single region of the planet) without affec.ng the rest of the world; since cooling high la.tudes would 
draw heat from the tropics towards the preferen.ally cooled poles, there would s.ll be some effect on 
the tropics. At higher la.tudes, the tropopause is lower (9-10 km closer to the poles), and sufficient 
al.tude could thus be reached by exis.ng aircrak for injec.on poleward of about 45°N or 45°S. 

The aircrak payload is oken assumed to consist of sulfur dioxide (SO2) gas, the same substance ejected 
by volcanoes; over the next month or so, the SO2 would oxidize into sulfate aerosol par.cles, just like 
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aker the erup.on of Pinatubo (SO2 is thus described as an aerosol precursor). Alterna.vely, it might also 
be possible to inject H2SO4 directly into the wake of an aircrak to produce aerosols right away and skip 
the 1-month oxida.on .me. The aerosols do not have to be sulfur, but at present, most climate model 
simula.ons of SAI use sulfur; the primary reason for this is risk - even though sulfate aerosols are a 
pollutant at ground level, because they are ejected by volcanoes, we can bound the uncertainty. 
Addi.onally, the natural occurrence of sulfur in the stratosphere enables model valida.on, as the 
behavior of sulfur in climate models can be compared with the real-life effects of volcanic erup.ons (to 
an extent - as discussed above, volcanoes are not a perfect comparison to SAI; because of the different 
means of deployment, there are differences in the aerosol microphysics, an ongoing uncertainty in SAI 
research). Alternate aerosols such as calcite could provide advantages rela.ve to sulfur, but because they 
do not naturally exist in the stratosphere, there is less observa.onal evidence either to calibrate models 
or to bound “unknown unknowns”. The amount of sulfur that would need to be liked would depend on 
how much cooling we wanted to achieve, as well as other goals such as sea ice (see below). In simulated 
SAI experiments, the amount of sulfur injected is oken measured in teragrams (Tg), also called megatons 
(Mt); 1 Tg equals approximately 2.2 billion pounds. Roughly speaking, an injec.on of 10 Tg of SO2 would 
produce about 1°C of cooling, and this can be scaled appropriately, with somewhat less efficiency for 
larger injec.ons because the aerosols are more likely to clump together. 

2.2 The “design space” of SAI 

One of the first ques.ons in considering the effects of SAI is the amount of cooling desired. More cooling 
would result in greater reduc.on in some climate impacts (such as greater recovery in Arc.c sea ice, for 
example), but more cooling would require more injec.on and would increase risks from side effects. The 
amount of cooling is not the only ques.on, though; the when and where are also important. As 
discussed above, preferen.ally cooling one por.on of the planet (such as the Arc.c) will s.ll affect other 
parts of the planet because the cooling will influence heat transport. As such, any SAI deployment would 
be a global endeavor, affec.ng every person on earth. However, injec.ng different amounts in different 
places or in different seasons can s.ll produce different effects on the climate. Therefore, SAI is not 
simply a “yes or no” problem, but rather a design problem - the choice is not simply whether to deploy, 
but rather at which loca.on(s), how much to inject at each, and when to carry out the injec.on. This 
“design space” of SAI - the range of AOD paherns and climate effects we can achieve - is ul.mately 
defined by the earth’s circula.on. Here we discuss the limits of the design space. 

Of the possible considera.ons for injec.on loca.on(s) - la.tudes, longitude, and al.tude - only the 
choice of la.tude is par.cularly important. The choice of longitude is unimportant for climate reasons, 
and the choice of al.tude is largely constrained by technical limita.ons. East-west transport in the 
stratosphere happens on .mescales of two weeks to a month, which is much shorter than the aerosol 
life.me. As such, if we wish to inject over the equator (for example), then it doesn’t maher whether we 
inject over Brazil, the Congo, or Malaysia, or a lihle bit over all of them - the results would be sta.s.cally 
iden.cal aker a rela.vely short period of .me as the aerosols are distributed around the globe. While a 
higher injec.on al.tude might increase aerosol life.me rela.ve to a lower al.tude, designing and 
building aircrak capable of carrying loads to increasingly high al.tudes would be an increasingly difficult 
and expensive undertaking, and the increased “bang for your buck” may not be worth the investment. 
As such, longitude is arbitrary, and the ideal injec.on al.tude is at least a few kilometers above the 
tropopause, but ul.mately a trade-off with cost; this leaves injec.on la.tude as the most influen.al 
loca.on choice. 
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The choice of la.tude is governed by the Brewer-Dobson circula.on, which tends poleward in the 
stratosphere, with a strong seasonal dependence at lower la.tudes. This has two major implica.ons: 
firstly, aerosols in one hemisphere tend to stay in that hemisphere, meaning that injec.ng in one 
hemisphere will preferen.ally cool that hemisphere. This is important because of the implica.ons for 
heat transport; injec.ng too much in one hemisphere would shik the Intertropical Convergence Zone (or 
ITCZ; the band of high precipita.on near the equator where the trade winds converge) towards the 
cooler hemisphere, which could have adverse effects on tropical precipita.on. To avoid this shik, any 
well-inten.oned strategy would likely require either injec.ng close to the equator or injec.ng into both 
hemispheres. Secondly, because stratospheric aerosols tend to be transported poleward, it is possible to 
inject at high la.tudes to preferen.ally cool the Arc.c or Antarc.c with rela.vely smaller impacts on the 
tropics. This is significant because, combined with the lower tropopause at high la.tudes (which, as 
discussed above, results in reduced technical barriers), high-la.tude SAI and low-la.tude (or “global”) 
SAI become somewhat more dis.nct topics. Injec.on at 60°N in one climate model was found to restore 
approximately twice as much summer sea ice per unit injec.on rela.ve to a global strategy, and the 
preferen.al cooling at high la.tudes would likely also result in greater preserva.on of permafrost and ice 
sheet mass. We comment more on the topic of Arc.c SAI in sec.on 5.4 of this document, “Arc.c Impacts 
and High-La.tude SRM”. However, even if a global strategy is being considered, injec.ng further away 
from the equator would s.ll have benefits; injec.ng only near the equator could bring the average 
global temperature down to a desired goal, but doing this would over-cool the tropics and under-cool 
the poles (especially if too close to the tropics, as much of the aerosols could remain trapped in the 
tropical pipe). This could be mi.gated by spreading the injec.on out over mul.ple la.tudes, perhaps 
spligng it between 30°N, 15°N, 15°S, and 30°S (a combina.on used in several studies of “global” 
strategies to date), which would cool the globe more evenly. 

Injec.ng at different .mes of the year will produce different effects on the climate, and therefore 
injec.on .ming is also a factor to consider. The differences are smaller in the tropics, which receive 
similar amounts of sunlight year-round; “global” simula.ons injec.ng in the tropics commonly inject the 
same amount of SO2 every month of the year. However, the poles receive much more sunlight in 
summer than in winter, and aerosols present in winter have lihle sunlight to reflect (their life.me is also 
shorter). At high la.tudes, SO2 injected in spring will oxidize to sulfate aerosols before and during the 
summer, when the poles receive the most sunlight. As such, concentra.ng injec.on in the spring at high 
la.tudes results in substan.ally more cooling per unit injec.on than injec.ng at a constant rate 
throughout the year, both near the poles and at lower la.tudes. Therefore, high-la.tude injec.ons 
would likely be seasonal, while low-la.tude or equatorial injec.ons would be more likely to be year-
round. 

2.3. Climate impacts and uncertain8es 

We can say with certainty that SAI would cool the planet. However, the magnitude and distribu.on of 
temperature reduc.on corresponding to a given injec.on rate is less certain, as are the other effects of 
SAI. The only way to predict the effects of an interven.on (without actually doing it) is to use a model, 
but models are of course not perfect. Sub-grid-cell processes need to be parameterized, oken with 
limited observa.onal data to constrain the parameter choices. Uncertain.es in predic.ng the response 
can be conceptually divided into 1.) uncertain.es in stratospheric and upper-tropospheric processes that 
determine the magnitude and spa.al pahern of the “forcing”, and 2.) uncertain.es in how the climate 
system responds to that forcing.   
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Key stratospheric processes include aerosol microphysics and stratospheric transport. Aerosol droplets 
will occasionally collide to form larger droplets; larger droplets both have a shorter life.me and are less 
efficient at scahering sunlight (because the scahering is a func.on of surface area, while the mass is 
propor.onal to volume; addi.onally, the ex.nc.on coefficient decreases with par.cle radius above a 
certain maximum). This coagula.on process is thus important for understanding the efficacy - how much 
material would need to be added to achieve a given cooling.  But because this happens at a spa.al scale 
much smaller than the scale of a grid-cell in a climate model (typically of order 100km by 100km, and 
~1km high in the stratosphere), these processes are parameterized: a global climate model does not - 
and never will - simulate the actual behavior of all of the molecules injected into the stratosphere. 
Addi.onally, as discussed above, volcanic erup.ons (from which aerosol behavior in many climate 
models is calibrated) are not perfect analogues for SAI, which limits our ability to validate model 
behavior. The coagula.on behaviour is likely nonlinear; doubling the rate at which material is added does 
not double the amount of solar energy reflected. Furthermore, observa.ons aker the erup.on of Mt. 
Pinatubo in 1991, the most recent “large” erup.on, are oken insufficient - for example, the total amount 
of SO2 injected into the stratosphere by the erup.on is uncertain because the satellite instruments to 
measure it saturated.  The stratospheric circula.on is also both uncertain, and not perfectly represented 
in climate models; this leads to uncertainty in how the aerosols are distributed in the stratosphere and 
thus the spa.al pahern of the resul.ng radia.ve forcing.  Furthermore, sulfate aerosols would heat the 
lower stratosphere (because they absorb some of the infrared energy).  This hea.ng alters stratospheric 
circula.on, altering the aerosol distribu.on; it also warms the tropopause, allowing more water vapour 
into the normally dry stratosphere.  Because water vapour is a greenhouse gas, this would dampen the 
amount of cooling otherwise provided.  The stratospheric hea.ng might also affect upper tropospheric 
cirrus clouds, further altering the net forcing. 

In addi.on to the uncertainty in the amount and spa.al distribu.on of the forcing that results from a 
par.cular amount of injec.on at a par.cular loca.on, how the climate responds to that forcing is also 
uncertain. Many of the effects of increased atmospheric GHG concentra.ons are directly related to the 
resultant warming, including the ability of a warmer world to hold more moisture (increasing both mean 
and extreme precipita.on events), an increase in evapora.ve demand (affec.ng soil moisture and 
droughts), increased extreme heat, and mel.ng of snow and ice. In addi.on to temperature reduc.on, 
we can thus confidently predict the sign of many of the other effects of SAI. However, while we know the 
sign of the effect, substan.al uncertainty s.ll remains in the magnitude, and in how the effects will 
interact with each other. For example, while we are confident that SAI will preserve Arc.c sea ice extent 
and volume, the response of sea ice to SAI is extremely complex and would depend on many interac.ng 
mechanisms, including not only the direct forcing of the aerosols, but also humidity and temperature 
feedbacks, heat transport from lower la.tudes, and cloud changes. As another example, aerosols 
scahering sunlight would heat the stratosphere, which would in turn slow down poleward transport by 
the Brewer-Dobson circula.on. The implica.ons of this change in circula.on are not fully understood; 
stratospheric hea.ng is likely related to changes in precipita.on in some regions and to changes in the 
seasonal cycle of temperature in some places. 

Ul.mately, all SAI simula.ons must be done by climate models, as at the point where a field experiment 
is sufficiently large to produce a detectable signal on the climate response itself, it becomes a 
deployment. As such, there will always be uncertain.es inherent to SAI that will never be resolved prior 
to a decision to deploy. To some extent, the uncertainty can be reduced by the use of feedback; we may 
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not know, for example, the exact amount and distribu.on of cooling that an injec.on of 5 Tg/yr at the 
equator would produce in the real world, but we could adjust the injec.on quan.ty and la.tude over 
.me to push the cooling toward the amount and distribu.on we desire. As a result, it is not clear today 
how important it is to reduce any of the uncertain.es in stratospheric processes, for example; the use of 
feedback might be sufficient to ensure that projected outcomes are nearly independent of some 
uncertain.es.  There will of course always be unknowns, as well as “unknown unknowns” represen.ng 
impacts or interac.ons we have not considered. However, there are also significant unknowns associated 
with not deploying SAI and poten.ally allowing the climate to warm to unprecedented levels. The goal of 
SAI research is to reduce the uncertainty to the point where we can reasonably compare the benefits 
and risks of SAI to the impacts and risks of not deploying SAI, and determine whether it should be 
seriously considered as part of a mul.-faceted response to climate change. 

3. Marine Cloud Brightening 

Under the right condi.ons, smokestack pollu.on from ships at sea causes vessels to leave behind bright 
“tracks” of clouds that can persist for days. This happens because aerosols in the ship’s exhaust serve as 
cloud condensa.on nuclei: droplets of water coalesce around the aerosols, forming cloud par.cles. 
When aerosols contribute to cloud forma.on in this way, the clouds are “brighter” because the same 
amount of water vapor is distributed across more, smaller droplets, resul.ng in a higher cloud surface 
area and thus higher reflec.vity. This mechanism, known as the Twomey Effect, is the principle behind 
marine cloud brightening (MCB): by deliberately seeding marine skies with cloud condensa.on nuclei, 
which could be done by spraying salt water into the atmosphere (rather than with pollu.on), we could 
brighten exis.ng clouds, reflec.ng more sunlight back into space to cool the planet. 

MCB is less well understood than SAI. The primary reason for this is the low level of understanding of 
how clouds and water droplets interact with aerosols; laboratory observa.ons of these interac.ons at 
micro-scale cannot easily be translated to the complexity of the real world at climate-wide scales, and 
the IPCC describes cloud-aerosol interac.ons as “one of the current major challenges in climate 
modeling in general”. While we know there are areas and condi.ons where MCB will “work,” in the 
sense of increasing the amount of reflec.on, there are also meteorological condi.ons where adding 
aerosols might have the opposite effect (by causing a cloud to rain out earlier, for example), and the 
exact condi.ons where adding aerosols increases reflec.vity vs. decreasing it are not well understood. 
Ul.mately, it is unclear today where, when, and how much we can increase cloud albedo. As such, the 
maximum forcing achievable through MCB is not certain. Humans currently emit significant aerosol 
pollu.on, though most of this is not in the regions likely to be most suscep.ble to increases in cloud 
cover. Current es.mates place exis.ng forcing due to worldwide cloud-aerosol interac.ons at -0.9 W/m2, 
but with considerable uncertainty.  

MCB could be achieved using salt water, reducing concerns associated with the material itself (rela.ve to 
sulfur, typically assumed for SAI). While MCB would be implemented only 1-3 km above the surface, 
which means that it could be deployed by ships, the technology needed to deploy would s.ll involve 
challenges. Developing spray nozzles that generate the right size of salt aerosols is challenging, and the 
number of vessels needed, and the extent to which their spray strategy might need to be finely tuned 
based on local condi.ons, remains unclear. Unlike SAI, MCB could be applied locally; while the 
stratospheric aerosols of SAI would spread globally and can persist for a year, MCB could be applied over 
a smaller region, meaning MCB could be either a “regional” approach or a “global” approach. However, 
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as heat is transported through the atmosphere, the resultant cooling would not be local even in the 
former case, and there would s.ll be transboundary effects. Addi.onally, the right type of clouds only 
exist over perhaps 10% of the planet’s surface, and so if the goal is global cooling, a stronger effect 
would be needed in those smaller areas. This could lead to more spa.ally heterogeneous outcomes, 
though the details are unclear. 

4. Cirrus Cloud Thinning (CCT) 

Most clouds have a net cooling effect on the atmosphere: low, warm clouds emit approximately the 
same amount of longwave radia.on which they absorb, and therefore “trap” lihle upwelling longwave 
radia.on, but they do reflect some of the incoming sunlight. However, high, cold cirrus (ice) clouds that 
form in the upper troposphere (6-13 km) emit much less longwave than they absorb, and therefore trap 
outgoing longwave radia.on. These cirrus clouds, found in mid- to high-la.tudes in par.cular, trap more 
longwave radia.on than the amount of sunlight they reflect and are therefore a net warming influence 
on the earth. The goal of cirrus cloud thinning (CCT) is to ar.ficially thin or remove cirrus clouds, thus 
lessening their warming influence. 

Cirrus clouds can form in two ways: homogeneous freezing and heterogeneous freezing.  Heterogeneous 
freezing occurs where there are sufficient ice nuclei, typically dust. In the absence of sufficient ice nuclei, 
homogeneous freezing can occur; this requires colder temperatures and higher rela.ve humidity, and 
results in smaller ice crystals than heterogeneous freezing.  The rela.ve frac.on of cirrus clouds that 
form via homogeneous freezing is not certain, but it could be the dominant mechanism in many places. 
By introducing ice nuclea6ng par6cles (INPs) in regions where homogeneous freezing occurs, we could 
cause a larger frac.on of cirrus clouds to form through heterogeneous freezing. The ice par.cles could 
grow larger, and there would be fewer of them; the same amount of water spread over less surface area 
results in less op.cal thickness, and more infrared radia.on could escape. Addi.onally, the heavier 
par.cles would fall out of the atmosphere more quickly, reducing cloud life.me. The result would be 
fewer, thinner cirrus clouds, and a net cooling effect on the planet. 

A poten.al advantage of CCT (over SAI or MCB) is that CCT is the only one of the three which increases 
the amount of outgoing longwave radia.on rather than reducing incoming shortwave radia.on, thus 
affec.ng the atmosphere through a more similar mechanism to greenhouse gases. That said, CCT would 
s.ll not have the same spa.al or seasonal pahern of radia.ve forcing as well-mixed atmospheric 
greenhouse gases, and would thus s.ll lead to changes in regional temperature and precipita.on 
paherns. More cri.cally CCT is the least well understood of the three methods considered here. CCT is 
based on the assump.on that cirrus clouds form primarily through homogeneous freezing, but the 
extent to which this is true is an open ques.on in atmospheric science. Thus far, CCT has only been 
explored in climate models, as there is no natural analog for it; in climate models, the percent of natural 
cirrus that form homogeneously varies hugely depending on the physics, even in the same model. Due to 
these uncertain.es, there is a possibility that an ahempt at CCT would actually warm the planet; 
overseeding - supersatura.ng a region where no more cirrus would naturally form - would result in the 
forma.on of addi.onal cirrus rather than thinning them. Addi.onally, the mechanism of CCT itself is not 
well understood; more informa.on is needed regarding the concentra.on, temperature, and 
supersatura.on dependence of cirrus ice nuclea.ng par.cles. Finally, the logis.cs of CCT deployment are 
also unclear, i.e. what material, par.cle size, and dispersion mechanism would be most effec.ve, and 
how well a deployment could target regions in which the heterogeneously-formed cirrus that was 
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created replaced homogeneously-formed cirrus that otherwise would have occurred, rather than 
forming new cirrus where there otherwise would have been none. As such, one cannot say confidently 
how well CCT would work, or what the climate effects would be if it did. 

The overall poten.al of CCT to reduce global warming is not large. It is es.mated that cirrus clouds 
currently warm the planet by 5 W/m2; this provides a hard upper bound on the change CCT could bring 
about. CCT would be most effec.ve at high la.tudes, but cirrus are most common at low la.tudes, and 
thus the maximum achievable effect of CCT would be a reduc.on of about 2 W/m2. The effect would be 
spa.ally diverse, and lihle is known about how the climate or ecosystems would respond. Due to the 
uncertain.es discussed above, it is unclear what the realis.cally achievable effect is, and it differs 
between climate models. 

Due to the low understanding of CCT and the rela.vely small amount of forcing it could achieve, we 
cannot realis.cally expect to rely on CCT to offset global warming in the next few decades. 

5. Frequently Asked Ques8ons 

In this sec.on, we discuss many of the common ques.ons or concerns rela.ng to SRM, including both 
some societal dimensions (such as poten.al for moral hazard) and physical climate impacts (such as 
ozone loss or agricultural yield). Some of the informa.on contained in this sec.on has already been 
touched on above, but we include it here in greater depth for the sake of easy-to-find organiza.on. Some 
of the issues described below apply to all three SRM methods (i.e. moral hazard), while others are more 
relevant to some methods than others and may not apply to some methods at all (e.g., ozone deple.on 
for SAI). 

5.1. Framing 

The answer to any ques.on about SRM has to be “it depends” - not just on the method of SRM 
considered, but also on how it is being deployed, and against what climate background. There is 
considerable misinforma.on and confusion regarding the expected physical impacts of SRM; much of 
this happens because the ques.ons are framed incorrectly - in other words, the ques.ons asked by 
science and policy are oken different, and it is important to understand why. 

In order for a ques.on about SRM to be framed correctly (and therefore answered properly), three 
things need to be considered: the nature of the strategy, the background climate, and the comparison 
being made. Therefore, if someone were to ask, “how will SRM affect precipita.on,” the answer would 
depend on each of the following: 

1. What is the SRM strategy being considered? For example, in a deployment of SAI, the impacts 
will depend on the la.tude, al.tude, and season of injec.on, as well as the material being used. 
Adding aerosols at high northern la.tudes in the spring to cool the Arc.c will affect at least the 
rest of the hemisphere, but the results would be quite different than a “symmetric” strategy 
injec.ng near both poles, or a “global” strategy including injec.ons at low la.tudes. A 
deployment of MCB or CCT would have similar considera.ons. 

2. What is the background climate state when SRM is deployed? In addi.on to the type of SRM and 
strategy being considered, the impacts will also depend on how much cooling is desired, which 
depends on both the year and the emission levels of CO2 and other greenhouse gases. For 
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example, climate scien.sts conduc.ng a simula.on of SRM may use a high-emissions 
background scenario with high warming (such as RCP8.5 or SSP5-8.5), and then counteract it 
with lots of SRM, thus achieving a high “signal-to-noise ra.o” (SNR). In this case, the high SNR 
would be useful in discerning the effects of SRM from the high natural variability of the earth’s 
climate; however, if the changes were assumed to be descrip.ve of changes under a more 
moderate emissions scenario (and therefore more moderate cooling), then the conclusions 
could be misleading from a policy perspec.ve. Likewise, a different group of scien.sts more 
concerned with policy or economics might conduct an SRM simula.on star.ng in 2040 with a 
background they consider more consistent with current emission and mi.ga.on trends, such as 
RCP4.5 or SSP2-4.5, and thus use less SRM. Such a simula.on would offer less informa.on about 
changes to the climate because the SNR is lower, but it might offer more informa.on about 
policy, or about how climate impacts in a specific country might change under this more 
“realis.c” SRM simula.on. 

3. What comparison is being made: are we comparing SRM to not using SRM - two hypothe.cal 
future worlds under the same assump.ons about future emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse 
gases (for example, the year 2100 with SRM to 2100 without SRM) - or are we comparing the 
effects of SRM to an earlier world with the same global mean temperature and neither further 
increases in greenhouse gases nor use of SRM (for example, 2100 with SRM to 2040 without 
SRM)? Scien.fic papers oken focus on the laher to understand how SRM affects the climate 
differently from greenhouse gases, but from a policy perspec.ve, this comparison would only be 
relevant if achieving the same temperature target through emissions cuts alone was being 
considered as a prac.cal alterna.ve choice (depending on the temperature target used in any 
par.cular climate model simula.on of SRM, this is likely impossible). The former comparison is 
appropriate if the choice of whether or not to use SRM is assumed completely decoupled from 
subsequent choices on emission reduc.on, but reality is poten.ally more complex and more 
uncertain (see discussion of “moral hazard” below).   

Hopefully, this brief discussion demonstrates the complexity of SRM, and that it is therefore impossible 
to make blanket binary statements on any ques.on. The three points above only cover the physical 
dimension; if the human dimension is also considered, the discussion becomes much more complicated. 

5.2 Temperature and related changes 

As noted in the discussion on climate response for SAI, projec.ng the response to any of the methods 
discussed here requires a climate model, and is uncertain due to both uncertain.es in predic.ng the 
“forcing”, and in predic.ng how the climate system responds to that forcing.  However, any of the 
methods would cool the climate, and as a result we know the sign of many impacts, e.g. on cryosphere 
(sea ice, permafrost, contribu.ons to SLR from Greenland and Antarc.c melt), or thermosteric sea level 
rise, or heat waves, and there is a reasonable physical basis for reducing many precipita.on changes as 
well as noted in next sec.on.  However, in addi.on to depending on the method, and how the method is 
implemented, the details of how SRM would affect some impacts are unclear. For example, the net effect 
on the Greenland ice sheet might depend on shiks in precipita.on, or shiks in cloud cover, or shiks in 
the seasonal cycle of temperature for example.   

The radia.ve forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases is rela.vely uniform across la.tudes and across 
seasons, the radia.ve forcing from SRM will be less so.  The forcing from SAI is inherently rela.vely 
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“smooth” over space and .me because the life.me of the aerosols in the stratosphere means that they 
have .me to spread considerably.  However, that is not true for either MCB or CCT, both of which would 
have much larger varia.on in the forcing from region to region (e.g., MCB is likely effec.ve over only 
about 10% of Earth’s surface, requiring compara.vely larger forcing over those smaller regions to 
achieve a global effect).  The atmosphere transports heat effec.vely - reducing sunlight over a patch of 
ocean will start cooling that patch, but that will change the flow of air, bringing in warmer air from 
elsewhere, and spreading the cooling out over a larger region.  The climate response to MCB applied 
over 10% of the Earth’s surface will not be as uniform as the climate response to SAI, but it will be more 
uniform than the forcing itself; the effect of this spa.ally heterogeneous forcing is currently unclear. 

An addi.onal consequence of the heat transport is that with SAI in par.cular, you cannot just cool one 
country or one region. MCB would likely allow more localized effects, though there would s.ll be 
transboundary effects from any deployment large enough to be useful. 

5.3. Precipita8on changes 

CO2 and other greenhouse gases increase temperatures everywhere, with larger increases over land and 
larger increases in the Arc.c in par.cular. Because warmer air can hold more water (the rela.onship is 
governed by the Clausius-Clapeyron rela.on and the August-Roche-Magnus approxima.on, which says 
that the atmosphere can hold about 7% more water for every 1°C rise in temperature), this also leads to 
changes in precipita.on: global mean precipita.on increases, and different regions see varying increases 
and decreases (with a typical “wet-get-weher and dry-get-drier” pahern). Most of these precipita.on 
changes are a direct result of increased temperatures, and thus to first order, SRM that cools the planet 
would reverse these.  However, the different mechanism (reflec.ng sunlight vs trapping heat), the 
different spa.al and seasonal paherns, and addi.onal physical aspects (such as stratospheric hea.ng for 
SAI) mean that no form of SRM would simply reverse climate change, and there would be residual 
changes in both temperature (uneven cooling) and precipita.on (shik of regional paherns). SRM would 
“over-compensate” the changes in global mean precipita.on rela.ve to the changes in global mean 
temperature (i.e., rela.ve to the .meline of global warming and resultant precipita.on increase, SRM 
reduces precipita.on more than it reduces temperature), but this is not par.cularly relevant because 
this decrease in global mean precipita.on is a small component of the projected residual regional 
changes. 

Regional precipita.on changes due to SAI have been par.cularly emphasized for tropical monsoon 
regions (India and Africa), where the amount and seasonality of the precipita.on is par.cularly 
important for agriculture and ecosystems in general. In India, several climate model simula.ons have 
shown that the increase in precipita.on under climate change would be over-compensated by SAI that 
aims to fully compensate global mean temperature changes; of course, a smaller amount of SAI might 
fully compensate for the change in precipita.on but leave some residual warming. (Note that this result 
is not robust across different climate model simula.ons.) It has also been observed that there were 
reduc.ons in precipita.on aker large volcanic erup.ons, but in this respect a volcanic erup.on is not a 
good analogue for SAI; the rapid increase in forcing produced by large volcanic erup.on would cool 
con.nents much faster than the ocean, and since monsoonal precipita.ons are largely driven by the 
temperature difference between the ocean and land, the changes in monsoonal circula.on due to a 
volcanic erup.on would be much different than for a deployment of SRM, where the forcing would be 
likely to increase much more gradually with .me.  
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One case where significant precipita.on changes could occur is if SRM were deployed in only a single 
hemisphere.  Cooling one hemisphere more than the other would change atmospheric heat transport, 
and the loca.on of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), a band of heavy precipita.on around the 
tropics; a similar effect has been noted aker some volcanic erup.ons.  This possibility indicates that 
there is at least one “bad” way to deploy SRM - deploy in a single hemisphere. Of course, this effect 
could be corrected by deploying an appropriate amount in the opposite hemisphere as well. 

More generally, changes in precipita.on paherns can be explored with climate models, but as discussed 
above, several key observa.ons need to be taken into account when interpre.ng the results: first, as 
noted above, what are the changes rela.ve to? Is it merely an inability of SRM to restore the climate to 
the previous state, or are the changes actually produced by some features of SRM, such as the 
stratospheric warming produced by SAI? Second, are the changes even large enough to be detectable in 
the presence of natural variability under moderate amounts of SRM cooling? And third, any changes will 
depend on the par.cular SRM strategy that is being simulated: how much cooling is it producing? Is the 
strategy deliberately harmful (i.e. a large cooling just in one hemisphere, that would shik the 
Intertropical Convergence Zone and thus sensibly modify precipita.on paherns in the tropics)? A recent 
study has shown that even just injec.ng sulfate in different seasons of the year might produce small 
modifica.on in the changes to the Indian monsoon: while this is not a certainty, it opens up the 
possibility for understanding if par.cular strategies might avoid some of the regional changes to 
precipita.on altogether. 

Different methods of SRM would have different impacts on precipita.on paherns that are as yet unclear. 
Hea.ng of the lower stratosphere from aerosols such as sulfate will have some influence on atmospheric 
circula.on and hence on precipita.on paherns.  The much more spa.ally heterogeneous radia.ve 
forcing from MCB or CCT, rela.ve to SAI, would introduce different shiks in regional precipita.on 
paherns; the fact that MCB would only be applied over the ocean also influences the resul.ng 
precipita.on changes. 

Finally, it is important to emphasize that while much is wrihen about regional changes in mean 
precipita.on, these changes are not always the most relevant variable to consider.  Agriculture and 
ecosystem impacts will be more affected by overall water availability, roughly the balance between 
precipita.on and evapora.on. Since increased temperatures result in increased evapora.on, the cooling 
from SRM affects this term as well; increased CO2 levels in the atmosphere also reduce plant water 
needs, all else being equal, and thus precipita.on changes alone cannot be considered in isola.on from 
other factors.  Similarly, longer-term drought risks might be more correlated with soil moisture, which 
roughly tracks precipita.on minus evapora.on rather than precipita.on itself, though this is also 
affected by the frequency of extreme precipita.on events (which lead to greater runoff).  And risks from 
flooding, for example, are driven more by precipita.on extremes. 

To conclude, further research is needed, but overall there is a general agreement that the regional 
changes in precipita.on would typically be smaller than those produced by an increase in surface 
temperatures; this follows both from climate modeling, and from basic physics. There is no modeling or 
physical basis to assert precipita.on changes as a show-stopper for SRM applica.ons, but shiks in 
precipita.on clearly need to be evaluated as part of a more comprehensive effort in understanding 
impacts more thoroughly. 
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5.4. Arc8c impacts and high-la8tude SRM 

As discussed previously, the different methods of SRM can, to differing extents, be molded to focus on 
one part of the world. In par.cular, SRM focused on high la.tudes (henceforth “Arc.c SRM,” although 
most of what follows could also apply to the Antarc.c) will preferen.ally cool the poles rela.ve to the 
tropics. This could be beneficial because it would preserve certain aspects of the Arc.c climate - sea ice, 
land ice, and permafrost - with lesser effects on lower la.tudes. 

Of the three methods of SRM, the effects of Arc.c SAI are best understood, although lihle research has 
been done on SAI focused exclusively on the Arc.c. The Arc.c gets most of its energy through heat 
transport from lower la.tudes, and Injec.ng directly over the poles has lihle effect because surface 
albedo is already high and aerosol life.me is low. Rather, it may be more effec.ve to inject at high-mid 
la.tudes (i.e. 60°N) and reduce heat transport into the Arc.c. As described above, any meaningful 
deployment of SAI will affect every person on the planet; SAI at low la.tudes will s.ll cool the Arc.c, and 
high-la.tude SAI will s.ll affect the rest of the world. However, it is known that Arc.c SAI recovers sea 
ice, preserves permafrost, and reduces ice sheet melt more efficiently than SAI at lower la.tudes. 

High la.tudes have a much higher seasonal varia.on in the amount of sunlight they receive. While the 
effect is most pronounced at the poles, 60°N s.ll receives 10 .mes more sunlight in the summer than in 
the winter. As such, the seasonality of injec.on is much more important for Arc.c SAI than for low-
la.tude SAI; there is lihle point to producing aerosols in the winter months when there is lihle to no 
sunlight to reflect. It takes the average injected SO2 molecule perhaps 3-6 weeks to oxidize and become 
an aerosol, meaning that injec.ons concentrated in the spring months will result in aerosols that are 
present throughout the period of peak insola.on in the summer. A study of 12 Tg of SO2/yr injected at 
60°N restored twice as much September sea ice when concentra.ng the injec.on in March, April and 
May compared to the same quan.ty distributed throughout the whole year. 

Antarc.c SAI would probably help to preserve the Antarc.c ice shelf, but this area has been explored 
substan.ally less than Arc.c SAI. 

Because the tropopause is lower at high la.tudes, the barriers to implementa.on for Arc.c SAI are lower 
than for low la.tudes. Namely, there currently exist aircrak capable of carrying payloads to the al.tudes 
required for Arc.c SAI. 

The extent to which MCB could be focused on the Arc.c is unclear. While there is rela.vely lihle open 
ocean north of 60°N, MCB focused on the middle la.tudes (i.e., perhaps 20-40°N) would reduce heat 
transport into the Arc.c. Since CCT is theorized to be most effec.ve at mid-high and high la.tudes, it is 
plausible that CCT would preferen.ally cool the Arc.c. 

5.5. Ozone 

A known “side-effect” of using sulfate for SAI would be a reduc.on in high-la.tude stratospheric ozone. 
Stratospheric ozone provides protec.on from ultraviolet radia.on from the sun, as it absorbs the most 
harmful part of the spectrum (UV-C, which can penetrate deeply into organic .ssue and is energe.c 
enough to damage DNA) and par.ally absorbs a less harmful part (UV-A and UV-B) before they reach the 
surface. In the recent past, the increase in chlorine (Cl) and bromine (Br) gases in the atmosphere 
(resul.ng from the use of CFCs) has reduced this stratospheric ozone layer everywhere, but especially 
close to the poles. The Montreal Protocols banning those compounds have managed to stave off a 
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further reduc.on, and ozone levels have already started a slow recovery, but the long atmospheric 
life.me of these gases means that stratospheric ozone is not expected to return to pre-industrial levels 
un.l the second half of the century (this would take even longer, except for the upper atmospheric 
cooling produced by the CO2 increase; this is projected to lead to a “super-recovery” of ozone later in the 
century). 

The presence of sulfate aerosols in the stratosphere would modify some of the recovery processes of 
ozone in various ways, and the overall effect would depend also on how much Cl and Br gases are lek in 
the atmosphere, and hence on when SAI was started. The overall influence is complicated by changes in 
different processes of ozone produc.on and destruc.on, as well as changes in ozone circula.on, and will 
depend on the spa.al and seasonal distribu.on of the injected aerosols. The stratospheric warming in 
the tropics produced by the absorp.on of infrared radia.on would accelerate some of the processes of 
ozone destruc.on, but at the same .me, the presence of the aerosol would inhibit some other 
destruc.on processes that depend on the quan.ty of gaseous nitrogen (NOx) and HOx. Overall, changes 
to tropical ozone concentra.ons would likely be small. Closer to the poles, where ozone destruc.on by Cl 
and Br is preponderant, ozone concentra.ons would be reduced, and the magnitude of this reduc.on 
would depend on the amount of sulfate injected and transported therein. 

Sulfate is not the only possible choice of aerosol material for SAI, and there are other materials that 
would be expected to have a smaller effect on ozone. MCB and CCT would not directly affect ozone. 

5.6. Acid rain deposi8on 

Industrial processes are responsible for a large por.on of all sulfate emihed in the 20th century; this 
sulfate oxidizes into sulfate aerosols that mostly deposit close to where they were emihed. Since most 
emissions happen close to popula.on centers, the problem of acid rain has been a significant 
environmental concern. Together with acidifying soils, the sulfate par.cles produced by industrial 
processes are very small and very harmful - mostly falling in the categories of Par.culate Maher (PM2.5 
and PM10). Some natural processes (effusive volcanoes, carbonyl sulfide from various land processes, 
dimethyl sulfide from the oceans) also result in tropospheric sulfate. 

The use of sulfur for SAI would increase global sulfur pollu.on. However, due to the much longer life.me 
of sulfate par.cles in the stratosphere (one year, instead of few weeks), only a small frac.on of the 
sulfate that is currently emihed from the ground would be needed to obtain a much larger radia.ve 
effect: industrial pollu.on releases approximately 100 million tons of sulfur dioxide every year, but the 
amount of SO2 needed for SAI to cool the climate by roughly 1°C is about 10 million tons, only one-tenth 
of this number. Addi.onally, due to the longer residence .me in the stratosphere, the par.cles falling 
down from the stratosphere would be much larger than those produced by industrial processes and 
would thus not be in those sizes where they are more harmful for respiratory systems. Furthermore, the 
stratospheric circula.on would spread it around much more evenly: for this reason, the localized 
increase of sulfate deposi.on from SAI would likely be very small compared to the overall deposi.on 
(and most of it would fall over the oceans). However, due to the more efficient spreading, there may be 
areas where usually lihle deposi.on from human sources arrives that might see a much larger increase, 
increasing soil acidifica.on in areas previously considered pris.ne. 

The use of materials other than sulfur for SAI would not cause acid rain, but the injected material would 
s.ll return to the surface, with poten.al effects on ecosystems, infrastructure, and human health. MCB 
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and CCT would not cause increases in acid rain (though the environmental effects of the materials used 
would s.ll need to be evaluated; even increased airborne salt may have some effects on coastal 
ecosystems). 

5.7. Photosynthesis 

The primary goal of SRM is to reduce incoming solar radia.on. To offset all anthropogenic warming to 
date, approximately 1% of sunlight would need to be reflected. While this is a huge amount of energy 
from a human perspec.ve and would be a significant undertaking, it is a rela.vely small frac.on from 
the perspec.ve of photosynthesis. 

To first order, one might expect that a 1% decrease in sunlight reaching the surface would result in a 1% 
decrease in photosynthesis, but there are other relevant mechanisms; SAI not only reflects sunlight back 
into space, but also scahers light, which means that although direct sunlight decreases, diffuse light 
increases. The increase in diffuse light as a frac.on of total incoming sunlight could be a net benefit for 
plants, as the non-direct por.on of the incoming sunlight reaches otherwise shaded leaves, and thus 
allows for higher total photosynthesis (while currently sunlit leaves are oken already saturated and a 
small reduc.on in direct light may not even reduce their photosynthesis). Thus, on average, one 
shouldn’t expect a drop in photosynthesis due to SAI, but the changing ra.o of direct and diffuse light 
may benefit different plants and thus affect ecosystems in unknown ways. Further, in any given loca.on 
there might be many overlapping effects determining the overall sign of the changes: temperature, soil 
humidity, and cloud cover changes that modify the amount of diffuse radia.on are just some examples 
of factors that might determine whether the produc.vity of plants would increase or decrease under 
SAI.  

For MCB, because the forcing would only be applied over a rela.vely small frac.on of the Earth’s surface 
(~10% or less), then if the goal was to achieve global cooling, a much more significant reduc.on in total 
sunlight at the surface would be needed in those regions, with currently unknown effects on ocean 
biological produc.vity. 

CCT does not directly affect incoming sunlight. 

5.8. Agriculture 

As discussed above (see “photosynthesis”), there are mul.ple factors determining whether SRM would 
increase or decrease crop produc.vity. The overall effect on crop yields would depend on CO2 levels, 
heat stress, and water availability (not precipita.on directly, but the difference between precipita.on 
and evapora.ve demand); the laher also depends on irriga.on poten.al. Crop yields are poten.ally 
influenced by the ability to alter what seed strains are planted as well. In a future with high warming 
from greenhouse gases, it is likely that the majority of crops would benefit from an SRM interven.on 
reducing surface temperatures, even with a small reduc.on in incoming sunlight. Compared with the 
agricultural yields in current (or pre-industrial) condi.ons, the changes induced by how SRM might affect 
the system differently from increased greenhouse gases are likely small compared to the projected 
increase in output due to CO2 fer.liza.on. However, much more research is needed to understand the 
effect of SRM on various types of crops, which all have different sensi.vi.es to water availability, 
sunlight, temperature and more. 

5.9. Termina8on shock 
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If a deployment of SRM were abruptly terminated, then the climate would rapidly warm back towards 
roughly the same state that it would have been in had SRM never been deployed, with most of the 
warming occurring over a few years.  The consequences of that rapid warming are generally assumed to 
be worse for ecosystems than had SRM never been deployed. Termina.on is clearly a risk, but how much 
of a risk depends on how much cooling is being done. In scenarios that gradually ramp up the forcing, it 
might be decades aker deployment starts before the masked-warming is sufficient to make it too risky to 
suddenly stop. To first order, the risk does not depend on how the cooling is being done, but only on how 
much; there would be a very slightly slower ini.al warming from termina.ng SAI rela.ve to termina.ng 
MCB simply due to the aerosol life.me, but this is probably only relevant for reducing the risk associated 
with a 1-year interrup.on in ac.vity.   

The risk of termina.on provides a strong incen.ve if one country develops the technology for other 
countries to do so too. 

Note that if, aker many decades of deployment, some physical climate impact became evident that 
jus.fied stopping deployment, then it is of course possible to gradually ramp down the amount of 
cooling rather than suddenly termina.ng. 

5.10. Moral hazard (mi8ga8on deterrence) 

There is clearly a risk that use of SRM (and even the awareness that SRM is possible) could lead to less 
emphasis on mi.ga.on, and this is perhaps the number one reason why some are opposed to SRM or 
even research into SRM. The long-term climate consequences if there is some significant mi.ga.on 
deterrence could conceivably result in worse outcomes. Predic.ng future societal responses to SRM is of 
course a guess, and would s.ll be a guess at the .me of a hypothe.cal decision to deploy or not.  There 
has been some small-scale research that is inconclusive even with regards to the sign of the effect (that 
is, some people react with “wow, if that’s what we’re going to be faced with if we don’t cut emissions, 
we beher cut emissions faster”). Discussions of moral hazard are also fraught with the ethical ques.ons 
associated with the idea of “we” as if humanity were a single actor – because the people who suffer 
from climate change impacts (and thus might benefit from SRM) aren’t the same people who might use 
SRM as an excuse to keep emigng, as well as ques.ons of withholding knowledge because we don’t 
trust future people to use it. 

Ul.mately, while there is the possibility that an SRM deployment would reduce short-term incen.ves 
and mo.va.on to reach net-zero emissions, the choice of “emissions cuts, CDR, or SRM” is not a binary 
one (any more than one needs to choose between wearing seat belts and using the brakes). Most 
notably, there is no evidence that an immediate worldwide halt to SRM research would substan.ally 
accelerate progress in mi.ga.on or CDR, or that such a halt would be the difference between a world 
with unacceptable climate consequences and one without. In other words, as discussed above (see 
sec.on 1.3, “the need for SRM research”), we may already be past the point where mi.ga.on and CDR 
alone are enough to prevent unacceptable climate consequences, and hal.ng SRM research won’t 
change that. 

5.11. Public percep8on 

While the idea of SRM has been discussed at the interna.onal level (the United Na.ons’ 2021 AR6 
report on climate change briefly addresses SRM), no na.on or group of na.ons currently has an official 
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stance on SRM or SRM research. Likewise, different environmental groups have differing stances on SRM. 
While some work has been done to examine public percep.ons of SRM, it is difficult to measure public 
agtudes accurately due to low levels of awareness. Addi.onally, given the nuanced nature of the topic, 
responses are influenced by the wording of the ques.ons; for example, most respondents tend to prefer 
CDR when presented as a “solu.on” to climate change, but as discussed above, the choice between CDR 
and SRM is not a binary one. Different methods of SRM are not mutually exclusive, and as such, framing 
a ques.on as “would you prefer CDR, SAI, or MCB” is not par.cularly useful, par.cularly given that the 
answer to that ques.on should be influenced by efficacy and side-effects that are not currently known. 

Percep.on of SRM (and SRM research) is influenced by percep.on of the risks posed by climate change 
compared to the risks posed by SRM. It is commonly thought that poli.cal conserva.ves and greenhouse 
gas interests support SRM as a means to con.nue pollu.ng without consequence, but there is lihle 
evidence for this; rather, SRM research is most likely to be supported by those who consider climate 
change to be an important issue, and by those with higher levels of trust in science and scien.sts. 
Addi.onally, there is evidence that those living in developing countries in the Global South (who are 
more vulnerable to the consequences of climate change) are slightly more suppor.ve of SRM research 
than those living in developed countries. Broadly speaking, respondents tend to oppose imminent SRM 
deployment, tenta.vely oppose field research, and more broadly support laboratory and modeling 
research. A common theme in survey responses is the idea of manipula.ng nature; many people express 
discomfort in the idea of humanity deliberately modifying the world on a global scale in such a way, an 
agtude which could stem from either prac.cal concerns or more spiritualis.c reasons. In the spring and 
summer of 2021, Harvard University prepared for a small field experiment in northern Sweden; however, 
the Indigenous Sámi people objected to the experiment, with one Indigenous leader arguing that 
humans should learn to live with their environment rather than manipulate it, and the experiment was 
ul.mately postponed. As the technology evolves, public discourse surrounding it will likewise evolve, 
and con.nuing to understand public percep.ons of SRM will be cri.cal in the years to come. 

5.12. Implementa8on challenges 

For SAI, the most immediate challenge to implementa.on is loking the material, almost certainly 
involving aircrak. At the equator, the tropopause is 17 km above the surface, and the desired injec.on 
al.tude for low- and mid-la.tude injec.ons would probably be at least 20 km. The deployment vehicle 
would need to carry a payload to that al.tude and maintain that al.tude while that payload is dispersed; 
currently, there exists no aircrak capable of doing this. However, studies suggest that overcoming this 
obstacle would not be fundamentally difficult for a state or organiza.on with sufficient resources (see 
“who could deploy?” below). A strategy focused on the Arc.c might be easier; the tropopause is lower at 
high la.tudes, and an injec.on at 60°N (for example) could inject at 15 km. This could feasibly be done 
with exis.ng aircrak. 

For CCT, the largest barrier to deployment is arguably the state of the research. Segng aside the 
rela.vely low upper bound of realis.cally achievable forcing, more needs to be known about the 
forma.on of cirrus clouds to ensure that an ahempt at CCT does not end up warming the planet instead 
of cooling it. The deployment al.tude for CCT would be much lower than for SAI, as cirrus clouds form in 
the upper troposphere, and the amount of material that would need to be deployed is likely much lower 
than for SAI. However, lihle research has been done as to the mechanism by which CCT might be 
deployed (i.e., piloted aircrak, autonomous drones, etc.). As such, while implemen.ng CCT might be 
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prac.cally easier than SAI, a CCT deployment mechanism would have to be not only implemented, but 
designed first. 

Unlike SAI or CCT, MCB can be deployed by ships; a 2008 Royal Society ar.cle included designs for a fleet 
of MCB-deploying ocean vessels, including specifica.ons for rotors and turbines to spray seawater into 
the clouds (see “Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming”). 
However, for a global-scale deployment, a large number of ships would be required, along with the 
facili.es and people to maintain them.  Deployment would also require development of spray nozzles 
that can produce the desired size distribu.on. 

The other major barrier to deployment is the poli.cal one. All forms of SRM are an extremely 
conten.ous issue, and wildly varying opinions about SRM can be found across the general public, 
environmental groups, and climate scien.sts. Since any meaningful SRM deployment would affect 
everyone on the planet, ideally, everyone on the planet would get a say; however, given that we cannot 
even agree on whether SRM should be researched (or, in some cases, that global warming is a problem 
at all!), the odds of reaching a global consensus one way or the other are near zero, at least in the near 
term. As global warming con.nues to worsen, it is likely that SRM will become a greater topic of 
discussion on the interna.onal stage; regardless, the only way a na.on or group of na.ons could deploy 
is if they believe the benefits of SRM outweigh the physical and poli.cal risks. On the other hand, given 
that SRM can be deployed from more or less anywhere in the world, once somebody decides to deploy 
SRM, it is very difficult to stop them barring direct military interven.on. Of course, poli.cal and 
economic sanc.ons could be implemented, but a deployer may be big enough to weather the poli.cal 
storm, or vulnerable enough to climate change that they have nothing else to lose. 

Cost is a lesser considera.on. Most es.mates for SAI (there is lihle cost es.mate data for MCB, and lihle 
to none for CCT) fall in the range of single billions to tens of billions of USD per year. This would likely be 
rela.vely easy for most developed na.ons and interna.onal unions to afford (there is debate over 
whether smaller countries or even wealthy individuals or corpora.ons could independently conduct 
SRM - see “who could deploy?” below). Note that the costs of SRM would include not only the direct 
costs of manufacturing, materials, and dispersal, but also budgets for monitoring and analysis. Addi.onal 
costs could include compensa.on for na.ons or indigenous groups dispropor.onately impacted by SRM 
or who did not have a voice in the decision to deploy, extra money budgeted for healthcare costs related 
to SAI par.cle deposi.on or ozone deple.on, or even legal costs should the effort to deploy be 
challenged in court. 

5.13. Who could deploy? 

The ques.on of who could deploy SRM is largely answered by who could overcome the poli.cal, 
financial, and technological barriers discussed in the previous sec.on (see above). 

The low direct costs raise the ques.on of whether even moderately small countries or wealthy 
individuals could deploy. Any deployment that actually affected climate (as opposed to a symbolic effort) 
would involve a sustained effort las.ng for years. For SAI, for example, this would presumably involve 
many aircrak flights a day. As a last resort, this would of course be trivial to shut down unless there was 
at least the implicit backing of a major power.  Even a wealthy individual needs access to airbases and a 
supply chain, and maintaining these would also require implicit backing of the na.on that opera.ons 
were taking place in.   
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For high-la.tude strategies, aircrak exist today that could reach sufficient al.tude; anyone could buy 
used business jets.  For lower-la.tude strategies the tropopause is much higher and as described above 
no exis.ng aircrak could be used and a new aircrak would be required.  Designing and building the 
aircrak itself is not par.cularly difficult.  However, there are rela.vely few global suppliers of aircrak 
engines that could operate at the required al.tudes.  Developing a new engine from scratch would take 
years and could be beyond the capabili.es of all but a rela.vely few number of countries. 

The technology behind MCB or CCT would present few challenges, and could be deployed at least at 
small scale by nearly any country.  For MCB any effort large enough to have a global influence would 
involve opera.ons in interna.onal waters. 

5.14. Detec8ng a deployment 

If someone chose to deploy SAI, it would be trivial to detect. Long before the stratospheric aerosol levels 
were large enough to actually affect the climate, they would be large enough to be easily detected above 
the background variability of the stratosphere. Furthermore, the scale of the opera.on required may be 
small enough to be economically viable, but it would s.ll be a large enough opera.on that the regular 
flights would be readily observed. 

A small-scale MCB deployment within territorial waters of an individual country might more easily be 
kept secret, but it would also not have global ramifica.ons. Any MCB effort large enough to have global 
ramifica.ons would likely be trivially detectable just due to the sheer number of vessels required. 

5.15. What about other methods? 

Other methods of reflec.ng sunlight have been proposed, such as changing the reflec.vity of land 
surfaces, but these methods are unlikely to be capable of a reduc.on of the required magnitude; for 
example, achieving a 1% reduc.on in sunlight would require a reflec.ve area of about 8 million square 
kilometers, roughly equal to the area of the con.nental USA. Similarly, a space-based mirror between 
the Earth and Sun would need an area of approximately 2 million square kilometers; for example, this 
would require construc.ng an average of 100 square kilometers a day for the next 50 years. We do not 
further discuss either of these ideas here.


